Rogues powers

Rogue is a fictional superhero appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics
, commonly in association with the X-Men. The character debuted in Avengers Annual 10 as a
villain, but she joined the X-Men soon thereafter. Rogue is part of a subspecies of humans
called mutants , who are born with superhuman abilities. Rogue has the involuntary ability to
absorb and sometimes also remove the memories, physical strength , and superpowers of
anyone she touches. Therefore, Rogue considers her powers to be a curse. Due to her skin
producing involuntary high-voltage jolts, for most of her life she limited her physical contact
with others, including her on-off love interest and eventual husband, Gambit. However, after
many years, Rogue finally gained full control over her mutant ability. A runaway , she was
adopted by Mystique of the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants and grew up as a villain. After Rogue
permanently absorbs Ms. Marvel 's psyche and Kree powers, she reforms and turns to the
X-Men, fearing for her sanity. Rogue's real name and early history were not revealed until over
20 years after her introduction. Until the back story provided by Robert Rodi in the ongoing
Rogue series, which began in September , Rogue's background was only hinted at. Her name
was revealed as Anna Marie , although her surname is still unknown. She has sometimes
adopted the name Raven , which is the first name of her foster mother, Mystique. Rogue has
been one of the most prominent members of the X-Men since the s. In the X-Men film series ,
she was portrayed by Anna Paquin. Her visual cue is often the white streak that runs through
her hair and her gloves. Rogue was first slated to appear in Ms. Marvel 25 and artwork for the
first half of the story was completed , [ citation needed ] but the book's abrupt cancellation left
her original introduction story unpublished for over a decade until it was printed in Marvel
Super Heroes 11 in Rogue's first published appearance was in Avengers Annual 10 Rogue has
also had two miniseries and one ongoing title. Rogue's real name and early history were not
revealed until more than 20 years after her introduction. Until the back story provided by Robert
Rodi in the ongoing Rogue series, begun in September , her background was only hinted at.
This resulted in Rodi's version of Rogue's origins inadvertently conflicting with earlier
information. In X-Men Unlimited 4, Scott Lobdell indicates that Rogue ran away from her father
after her mutant powers manifested, but in Uncanny X-Men , Rogue reflects that she never knew
her father because he had left before she was born, and several issues, including Uncanny
X-Men and X-Men 93, indicate that Rogue was taken in by Mystique and Destiny before her
mutation became active. Rogue was a regular character in Uncanny Avengers , beginning with
issue 1. Her parents, Owen and Priscilla, married early in their relationship and lived in a
back-to-nature hippie commune in Caldecott County, Mississippi. Anna Marie was raised
speaking colloquial English and French , common to the Mississippi bayou area. Carrie took
over Anna's care, and in her grief at the loss of her sister, was a strict and authoritarian
guardian. Anna Marie was a rebellious child [10] and, at some point, the exact event or reasons
still unclear, she ran away from home as a young teenager. At some point, Rogue grew close to
a boy named Cody Robbins. During their flirtation, Cody impulsively kissed her, at which point
her latent mutant power to absorb the life energy and psyche of others with skin-to-skin contact
emerged. Rogue was traumatized by the experience, and Cody was left in a permanent coma.
She wished she "did not have to cover up so much around folks" to protect them from her. She
thought her power was a curse. Not long after, she was approached by Mystique , who sought
her out on the advice of her precognitive partner Destiny. Chris Claremont said in June that, had
he not left Marvel in , Mystique would have been Rogue's real mother. It is a storyline that
appeared in a run of the series " X-Men Forever ". Claremont also revealed that Rogue's
physical appearance was originally intended to be modeled on Grace Jones ; however, artist
Michael Golden did not know what Jones looked like. After Rogue's mutation emerges,
Mystique begins coaxing Rogue into taking part in her terrorist activities as a member of the
Brotherhood of Mutants. Rogue initially wants only a normal life, but after she kisses a boy
named Cody Robbins, unintentionally rendering him permanently unconscious with her power,
she gives up on normality and begins taking part in Mystique's plans. Rogue and Mystique
associate briefly with a mutant named Blindspot , whose power to erase the memories of others
by touch somehow counteracts Rogue's mutation enough to allow them to make physical
contact safely. When Mystique debuts her Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, Destiny advises her to
keep Rogue out of the action, advice which proves important when several members of the new
Brotherhood are arrested and imprisoned. Mystique concocts a plan to free the other members
of the Brotherhood by having Rogue absorb Ms. Marvel 's formidable powers. Marvel in San
Francisco on her front doorstep as she is returning home from grocery shopping. Marvel's
formidable persona, Rogue's struggle to absorb her powers is prolonged, and the transfer of
Ms. Marvel's psyche and powers is permanent. Rogue then throws her off the Golden Gate
Bridge. She battles the Avengers using her newly acquired powers. Though Rogue proves more
than a match for them, the four of them escape the Pentagon. Rogue develops a grudge against

the Dazzler for her controllable mutation and her relationship with the Angel of the X-Men.
Rogue is defeated by the Dazzler a few times before the Dazzler is publicly revealed to be a
mutant and goes into hiding. However, when Rogue seized an opportunity to use her power on
him, she experienced both his loneliness and his nobility. This moment had a profound effect
on her and served as a crucial turning point in her life. The more Rogue uses her mutant power,
the more her mind becomes filled with fragmentary psychic echoes of the people she absorbs.
Marvel is a completely distinct, albeit dormant, personality in her head, and the Mastermind
subtly exacerbates Rogue's psychological distress as a means of revenge against Mystique.
The Professor is unable to do a psychic scan of her, due to the clashing human and Kree
portions of her psyche, but nonetheless decides to not only welcome her into the school, but
make her a probationary member of the X-Men. The X-Men threaten to leave the school should
Rogue be accepted, even though none of the active members aside from Storm and
Nightcrawler had even met Rogue before. However, Xavier is adamant and convinces the X-Men
to stay. The team meets up with Wolverine in Tokyo , where his betrothed, Mariko Yashida ,
greets Rogue with greater warmth than she had received from her own teammates. She refuses,
arguing that it might kill him, but this only serves to gain his trust, and Wolverine touches her to
transfer his power anyway. Overhearing a frantic message from Carol Danvers' former lover
Michael Rossi causes the Danvers persona to become active. Under Danvers' control, Rogue
invades the S. Helicarrier to rescue Rossi. Her natural persona begins fighting to regain control,
and for several minutes Rogue rapidly switches back and forth between the two personalities.
Though she ultimately regains control, the incident leaves her wracked with guilt over what she
did to Carol Danvers. To defeat the Adversary , the X-Men's physical and spiritual essences are
used as fuel for Forge's energy star, which closes the doorway to the Adversary's plane of
existence. Roma, a prisoner of the Adversary and guardian of the Multiverse, recreates the
fallen X-Men from scratch, making her own minor alterations. Now invisible to cameras and all
forms of detection equipment, the X-Men resettle to Australia, defeating the Reavers and
claiming their base in the Outback as a new base of operations. The X-Men use their new status
to attack anti-mutant threats around the world. The island nation of Genosha's superpowered
agents, the Press Gang, capture Rogue and Wolverine, and Wipeout fully cancels their abilities.
Rogue is then sexually molested by her guards. She withdraws into her subconscious, and the
Carol Danvers persona takes advantage of her distress by assuming control. Marvel's uniform
during battle, as well as redecorating Rogue's room to her own tastes without her permission.
Sacrificing herself to stop the Master Mold , Rogue is pulled through the Siege Perilous , where
she is judged by other-dimensional forces with the promise of a "new life. She finds it has been
taken over by the Reavers in her absence, and the now-physically separate Danvers persona
attacks her. Rogue flees, absorbing the powers of the mutant Gateway in order to teleport
herself to safety. She ends up in the Savage Land , and spends the ensuing days learning how
to survive in the inhospitable land. She is eventually attacked again by Danvers, who is now
under the mental enslavement of the Shadow King. There is not enough life force between the
two to sustain both Rogue and Danvers physically as a result of the separation, and Rogue is
unwilling to kill Danvers. With Danvers on the verge of draining Rogue's life completely,
Magneto intervenes and kills the Ms. Marvel persona. Marvel now returned. The X-Men later
divides into two teams to make better use of their large number of active members; Rogue is
assigned to the Blue Team, under the leadership of Cyclops and alongside new X-Man Gambit.
Upon his arrival, Gambit flirts with each of the female members of the team; however, Rogue
immediately catches his eye, and he makes no secret of his romantic desire for her. As an act of
penance, Rogue continues to visit Cody Robbins at a hospice run by a religious order. He is
later abducted by assassins sent by Gambit's ex-wife, Bella Donna Boudreaux , as part of a
revenge plot against Rogue. He is used as a pawn in the ensuing fight between Rogue and
Candra and eventually dies. Cody holds no hard feelings against her, knowing what happened
was an accident, and urges her to move on. It is eventually revealed that Mystique had two
sons: the now-deceased anti-mutant politician Graydon Creed and Rogue's long-time teammate,
Nightcrawler. Following the supposed "death" of Cyclops, the X-Men team undergoes major
changes, among them Rogue being made the team's new field commander. Her even temper
and years of X-Men service make her an ideal leader and she continues to lead the team until
Storm returns. When the Galactic Council transforms Earth into a maximum-security penal
colony for hundreds of extraterrestrial criminals, Rogue absorbs the attributes of Z'Cann; a
mutant, telepathic Skrull who had joined Cadre K , Xavier's Skrull equivalent to the X-Men.
Z'Cann purposely touches Rogue to activate the mutant's abilities as the two evade bounty
hunters. Z'Cann uses her telepathy to amplify Rogue's capacity to assimilate memories, causing
her powers to mutate. The team's first mission was in search of Destiny's diaries which
prophesied future events. During an invasion of Khan an alien conqueror from another

dimension of the island nation of Madripoor , Rogue requested that Sage use her power of
jump-starting abilities to evolve Rogue to a point where she could control all of the various
powers that she has ever imprinted. Sage agreed, and Rogue became a one-woman army, able
to use the powers of anyone she had absorbed in the past all at once. During Khan's invasion,
Rogue was also confronted by Vargas who was said to be "a new species altogether". Vargas
foresaw himself being killed by Rogue in Destiny 's diaries and, despite his belief in the
prophecies, attempted to stop this occurrence from happening. Thus, in the midst of the
invasion battle, Vargas ambushed Rogue as she was trying to rescue Gambit see X-Treme
X-Men , spearing both Rogue and Gambit with his blade before escaping. Rogue survived due to
possessing both Wolverine and the Hulk 's powers. Returning to the city shortly after the battle
to recover his sword, Vargas was surprised in turn by Rogue dressed in Psylocke's costume
Vargas having killed Psylocke earlier for sport. After a lengthy battle, Rogue "fulfilled her
destiny" by seemingly finishing Vargas off with his own weapon. Returning to Gambit, Rogue,
with the help of Jean Grey , forced him from near death in the astral plane. Following the
repulsion of the invasion, Rogue realized that Destiny's prophecies were only possibilities and
that trying to follow them was more dangerous than ignoring them. She also learned that she
had inherited a mansion in New Orleans from Destiny, as well as a sizable fortune, and the
X-Treme X-Men team retired there to recuperate. Rogue soon left the team with Gambit, since
they both emerged powerless from their ordeals and wanted to explore their relationship
further. After life on the road, the couple ended up living in a beach house in Valle Soleada, a
town where mutants and humans coexisted peacefully. She worked as a motorcycle mechanic,
while Gambit was often "on the road" implying he was thieving or on missions with Storm. She
subsequently received a visit from Bishop and Sage and, after a series of events involving an
investigation into the murder of a human girl's family, Rogue and Gambit signed up with Bishop
and Sage to help Storm's X-Treme X-Men stop Sage's enemy and former boss Elias Bogan.
After the battle, Rogue asked Sage to restore Gambit's abilities, which she did. Gambit asked if
the same could be done for Rogue's powers, but it was never revisited after Rogue quickly
dismissed his comment. Over time, Rogue's own abilities returned, although exactly how and
when was never revealed or discussed. However, she no longer possessed the abilities she had
absorbed from Ms. Rogue and Gambit were both put on Havok 's team and participated in
various missions. As described in her own miniseries, Rogue then traveled down south to save
a young mutant girl from her powers. While there, she met Campbell St. Ange, a young man who
was immune to Rogue's lethal touch. Also while there, Rogue forcibly absorbed knowledge
from her Aunt Carrie that explained that Rogue's mother had traveled to the Far Banks, a
dream-realm, to stop her father from getting there himself. Rogue encountered the incorporeal
spirit of her mother therein and absorbed her memories. After the reunion, her mother's trapped
spirit could finally move on. Rogue subsequently went back to her Aunt Carrie and made
amends with her. Rogue then returned to the X-Men and confronted the monstrous Golgotha
large space creatures with telepathic abilities that induce insanity in some by bringing out and,
to some extent, amplifying people's emotions. During this ordeal, as the result of Golgotha
influence, Rogue and Gambit got into a fight about the reality of their relationship with Rogue's
uncontrollable powers. Gambit claimed they would have parted much sooner if they were
always able to touch, that Rogue would have been "just another one-night stand". He and
Rogue then started passionately kissing each other until her power began to affect him and
Emma Frost telepathically interrupted. While on a trip to Japan to investigate an incriminating
photo of her and Sunfire engaged in criminal activities, both Rogue and Sunfire learned that
Rogue's former friend and teammate of the Brotherhood, Blindspot , has erased both their
memories of the event. In this storyline, Rogue accidentally and permanently absorbed
Sunfire's fire abilities who has lost his legs to Lady Deathstrike and did not want to live. Back at
the X-Mansion, Emma Frost tried to help Rogue and Gambit by providing telepathic relationship
counseling, but their relationship continued to be problematic. Rogue then discovered that
Gambit was being seduced by the student called Foxx. It is later revealed, however, that
Mystique , displeased with Rogue's choice of lovers, infiltrated the Xavier Institute by
shapeshifting into Foxx and joined Gambit's squad in an attempt to ruin his relationship with
Rogue. After Gambit resisted her charms, Mystique reverted to her true form and offered Gambit
something more difficult to refuse: she transformed into Rogue and offered Gambit a Rogue
with whom he could have a physical relationship; however, Gambit denies that he slept with
Mystique. Because Gambit failed to tell Rogue of Mystique's presence in the Institute, their
relationship developed the exact rift Mystique was hoping for and allowed her to set up her
daughter with her accomplice, Pulse. After being discovered, Mystique asked the X-Men for
permission to stay at the mansion. The X-Men voted and Mystique was allowed to be a
probationary member of the X-Men, a decision neither Rogue nor Gambit were happy with. In

the events that followed M-Day , the mutant Apocalypse was reawakened. Gambit, seeking
redemption from Rogue and his fellow X-Men, volunteered to be transformed into the horseman
Death. Gambit believed he could control whatever Apocalypse would do to him, in hopes of only
gaining more power to protect Rogue and the X-Men from the villain. After Apocalypse's defeat,
Sunfire who was granted new legs and transformed into the horseman Famine and Gambit left
the X-Men. As Professor Xavier went into space with Havok and several other X-Men to go after
the villain Vulcan , Cyclops gave Rogue the authority to form her own team, complimenting her
inspired improvisation in battle situations. She was hesitant at first because of Gambit's recent
disappearance with Sunfire, but accepted the position, saying that when he comes back she
would still be at the school. Mystique seemingly tried to repair her relationship with Rogue, but
was rebuffed. Rogue's team defeated the group known as the Children of the Vault. Afterward,
Rogue declared that her team would leave the X-Mansion. Rogue was hospitalized after a battle
with Pandemic. Cable , desiring Rogue's help in defeating the Hecatomb, forced Rogue awake.
Pandemic infected Rogue with a virus, Strain 88, altering her powers by amplifying them into an
instantaneous death-touch. In defeating Hecatomb, Rogue absorbed psyches of eight billion
entities that had been stored inside it. The team moved to Rogue's hometown of Caldecott for
Rogue to recover. As Cyclops and Emma Frost arrived to help Rogue cope with the immensity
of the voices in her mind, Marauders arrived, seeking the Destiny diaries. As part of the attack, it
was revealed that Mystique was working with the Marauders and for Mister Sinister. Mystique
shot Rogue and took her back to Mister Sinister's base, who only kept Rogue alive because she
held all the information of Destiny's diaries within her mind. Gambit was shown standing over
Rogue trying to get her to wake up after she had fallen into a trance overcome by the minds she
absorbed , and expressed his apologies for what he had done before rejoining Sinister. Rogue
had flashes of memories, both of she and Gambit during the time that they had known each
other, and of the millions of minds she absorbed, while in her coma-like state before she briefly
woke up and recognized Gambit. She told him she had a nightmare, before spouting incoherent
words and mysterious coordinates. The X-Men attacked the Marauders' Antarctic base in order
to rescue Rogue and the mysterious mutant baby who was at the center of Messiah Complex.
However, the baby eventually took precedence and the X-Men did not recover or even see
Rogue. Mister Sinister, now in possession of the mutant baby, relocated the Marauders to Muir
Island. While standing by Rogue's bedside, Mystique was visited by Mister Sinister, who told
her that there will be no cure for Rogue and she will eventually die. Without warning, Mystique
ambushed Sinister and shoved his face onto Rogue's. The instant contact seemingly killed
Sinister. Mystique, in keeping with the words of Destiny's diaries, placed the baby's face in
direct contact with Rogue's, with the understanding that Rogue would awaken from her
comatose state. The baby was not affected by Rogue's power and Rogue awakens shortly after.
Realizing what Mystique had done at the risk of killing the baby, Rogue said she is tired of
people's lives being destroyed by Mystique and grabbed Mystique's face barehanded, fully
absorbing her powers and consciousness and incapacitating her. However, she immediately
regrets her action when she realizes that the baby had deleted all the consciousnesses she had
previously absorbed, along with Strain 88, so that now Mystique was the only one in her head.
She said she needed to be alone and told Gambit not to follow her. Rogue takes some time out
from the X-Men and travels around the Australian Outback on a motorcycle. Once there, she has
a conversation with Mystique a part of Rogue's psyche , telling her that no one else can help her
with her powers and that it was down to her to figure out how to control them. One day, a
woman appears in town, claiming to be an anthropologist from Melbourne University. Rogue
made it clear she could stay as long as she wants, but to keep out of her way. The
anthropologist approached Rogue with questions about some of the items she found in the
ghost town. Rogue said she does not know anything about these and to leave her alone. The
anthropologist follows Rogue and eventually confesses that she has a different identity. The
anthropologist was then targeted by a low flying Shi'ar spaceship and revealed that she was
actually Danger in disguise. She informs Rogue she planned to get revenge on Professor Xavier
by using her as a conduit. She was finally cornered by the Marauders and refused to let
Mystique's psyche take control of Rogue's body and save her as the fake Marauder Scalphunter
shot at her. Mystique then forcibly took over Rogue's body to save her and fought off the
Marauders, then returned control of Rogue's body to her. Rogue then wandered to the fake
Tokyo Tower and tried to find the Institute, deducing that the projections around her were
changing at minute intervals, altering the environment around her. However, Rogue did not get
far as she ended up in Antarctica, witnessing the moment she abandoned Gambit after his trial.
She regretted her decisions there, telling Mystique that she really had not moved on. It was at
that point that Cody Robbins appeared before Rogue, repeating his greeting from the night her
powers manifested. Rogue just stared at him in shock. Eventually, the Professor, Gambit, and a

group of Shi'ar pirates managed to shut down Danger. The pirates, in turn, attacked the
Professor, as their intent was to kidnap him and Danger for bounty. In the meantime, Rogue
enters the scene and attacks the pirates, but is defeated. However, the Professor reactivates
Danger and she defeats the pirates in turn. After this, it was revealed that Rogue's powers never
truly developed past their initial "nascent" stage, which was the reason why her powers never
functioned properly. The Professor, now aware of this fact, used his telepathy to tear down the
mental walls that kept Rogue's powers from developing the walls were created as a side effect
every time she absorbed other people, starting with Cody and even more so with Ms. Marvel and
removed the persistent mental echo of Mystique. Finally, Rogue kissed Gambit, with no ill side
effect, revealing that she was finally in control of her absorption power. On their way there they
are intercepted by Pixie , who teleports them into the city, which is in a state of chaos due to the
anti-mutant and pro-mutant movements. Cyclops admonishes Rogue for her disappearance and
sends all three out in order to locate several missing students and bring them home. During
their mission, Rogue faces off against the new Ms. Marvel ; finding that she cannot touch her
opponent, Rogue resorts to a trick and flees the site. Later on she joins Gambit, who has been
injured by Ares , along with Danger. Ares does not take her seriously and dismisses her both as
an opponent and her attempts to calm things down. This results in Rogue grabbing Ares and
absorbing his powers. Ares is dismissive of her attempt and claims that she cannot absorb him,
a boast that proves wrong as she weakens him enough for Gambit to blast him, leaving him
bloody and stunned. Having for the moment absorbed some of Ares' power, she easily
dispatches a small group of H. Rogue finds Trance as her powers are flaring out of control,
creating powerful and uncontrollable bio-electric blasts. Rogue tries to help calm Trance and
help her gain control when Ms. Marvel appears to fight against Rogue. After taking out Gambit
and Danger, Rogue and Ms. Marvel fight; Rogue is losing until Trance regains control and
jumps in to help Rogue. Trance learns that her astral form is able to punch Ms. Marvel when
they are both intangible. After Gambit stuns Ms. Marvel, they teleport back to base, where
Trance receives medical attention. As Utopia has become a safe haven for mutants, the entire
population were on high alert following an attack on the X-Men by Emplate , who feeds on
mutant bone marrow for sustenance. The X-Men instruct everyone to stay close to each other
and report anything out of the ordinary. Bling goes to check out an old amphitheatre on her own
when Emplate captures her to use as a food source. Unable to enter Emplate's
cross-dimensional base, Rogue absorbs Trance's astral projection ability to enter the
dimension and save Bling. As she investigates his lighthouse home for clues to Bling's
whereabouts, Rogue was attacked by psychoplasmic ghosts. After fighting them off, she
rescues Bling from Emplate. Rogue also protects the students during an attack by a Predator X
herd by absorbing the powers of multiple students. In an attempt to finally achieve godhood,
Selene , along with her servant Eli Bard , resurrected many of the X-Men's greatest deceased
allies and villains under her control. Among the resurrected is Rogue's foster mother, Destiny,
who attempts to contact Rogue but instead contacts Blindfold. When she makes contact, he
leaves her to possess the body of Blindfold, so he can trick her into convincing a team of X-Men
to go to Muir Island, where he hopes to kill them. She stated that Reynolds was immune to the ill
effects of her power and that, in a time in her past when she could touch no one else, she had at
least one intimate encounter with him. During the event in which Cable and Hope return to the
present timeline, Rogue is able to sense Hope's presence, like Destiny prophesied, although
neither she nor Emma Frost can explain it. After a short confrontation with some of Bastion 's
men, the X-Men and Cable decide for a diversionary tactic. Cable, along with some of the X-Men,
stays behind since it was him they were tracking , while Rogue, Nightcrawler, and Hope leave so
that their enemies do not capture Hope. For a while their tactic works, leaving Cable, along with
some of the X-Men, to fend off Bastion's troops. This, however, exerts him to such a degree that
he has to rest for a moment; they are soon confronted by Bastion himself. Seeing no alternative,
Rogue attacks him, hoping to buy enough time for Kurt and Hope to flee, but Bastion is able to
hit Kurt with an energy blast that knocks him out. Channeling Colossus's strength, further
enhancing it with Betsy's telekinesis and using the individual claw sets of Logan and X along
with their healing factors, Rogue is able to inflict massive damage to Bastion. However, Bastion
is able to repair himself and overpower Rogue with an energy discharge which briefly
incapacitates her. Unable to do anything, she watches with horror as Bastion fatally impales
Kurt with his arm. Rogue is appointed Hope's protector while on Utopia and allows her to
participate in the final battle, where Hope eventually destroys Bastion. Her actions and choices
put Hope in danger and ultimately results in Cyclops suspending Rogue from active duty. She,
however, remain as Hope's protector and accompanies her to Alaska in search of her real
family. Rogue, along with Magneto, Alani Ryan, and Anole , accompany Indra to India: Indra
because his wealthy parents informed him of his brother being ill; Magneto because he wanted

to investigate strange anomalies in electromagnetic fields over Mumbai. They are attacked by
giant Servidores who are chasing Luz, [76] a young woman who claims to be a mutant, but later
turns out to be from Quitado, an alien city populated by lab-created superhumans. Rogue is
sentenced for execution, as the city's occupants have a particular anger towards her because
she had fought against them and killed many of them when they tried to wipe out all inhabitants
of Earth, whom they consider as pests. In the meantime, Luz's trick results in the alien city
crash landing in Mumbai, which gives Rogue time to knock out her would-have-been
executioner. After the events of the " Age of X " storyline, Rogue decides not to wipe her
memories. Gambit admits the extent of his feelings for her, but is also frustrated by her
indecisiveness. He tells her that it is better they are apart until she decides to be with him for
good and that he would be waiting for her when she is ready. After Rogue confronts Magneto
about his past, she spends a night with him, promising nothing else. The final battle with
Legion's personality Styx results in Rogue temporarily absorbing many of Legion's powers,
which led her to finding the location of Havok, Polaris, and Marvel Girl; the mutants that were
left in space after the X-Men's mission to stop Vulcan. After the events of " Schism ", Rogue
chooses to be on Wolverine's team, noting to Cyclops that he has reached a point where his
previous willingness to question his decisions has been replaced by an inability to accept when
he might be wrong. Although Rogue was initially neutral in the war between the Avengers and
the X-Men , when the Jean Grey School was surrounded by the She-Hulk , the Moon Knight ,
and the Falcon to stop other X-Men from joining Cyclops' team, Rogue was forced into action
when some students attacked the She-Hulk, [83] declaring her allegiance to Cyclops after Iron
Man sent a remote-controlled armor to attack the school. Marvel in a portion of Limbo that she
had brought to Earth. Rogue attends Xavier's funeral alongside Wolverine. Later, after seeing
the Scarlet Witch placing flowers on Xavier's grave, Rogue confronts her and orders her to
leave, blaming her for his death; the two begin a verbal conflict that results in Rogue punching
her in the face, though the Scarlet Witch refuses to fight back. Rogue intends to absorb her
powers, but it fails. They are then attacked by five mysterious assailants. During this conflict,
the Scarlet Witch is impaled while defending Rogue, and the two are both seemingly defeated. It
is later revealed that the instigator behind the attack on Rogue and the Scarlet Witch was the
Red Skull , who has since fused his and Xavier's brains to give him access to his tremendous
mental powers. The team makes their debut as the Avengers Unity Squad which also contains
Sunfire , the Wasp , and Wonder Man as the team's latest recruits during a press conference
that debuts them. The press conference is then crashed by a resurrected Grim Reaper , who
attacks the Avengers Unity Squad while claiming that he is now unable to die. During the fight,
Rogue absorbs some of Wonder Man's powers and seemingly punches the Grim Reaper harder
than normal, which apparently kills the Grim Reaper again. She was later seen fighting
alongside Captain America with the Avengers A. Rogue absorbs Wolverine's powers and is told
to stop the Scarlet Witch, who is seemingly helping the Apocalypse Twins, but in reality, she
plans to use her powers to bring as many of Earth's heroes as she possibly can to defeat the
Twins. Rogue is then killed by the recently re-resurrected Grim Reaper, who had been revived
once again by the Apocalypse Twins to be one of their four horsemen of death. Rogue also
finally made peace with Wanda and forgave her. The Scarlet Witch cast a spell to return those
powers to their owners, although Rogue still retained the powers and the very essence she
absorbed from Wonder Man. In , Marvel revealed a new comic book simply named X-Men. In the
aftermath, the Unity Division was reformed, with Rogue as leader of the team. Following the
Incursions, Rogue remains as the field leader of the Avengers Unity Squad, although she
accepts Steve Rogers' official oversight and recommendations for membership, such as
Deadpool. She is also depicted as suffering side-effects from the mass terrigenesis, requiring
regular injections to stop herself becoming ill or dying. Absorbing Deadpool results in the
return of Wonder Man whom she had previously absorbed. Their mission, as an estranged
couple requiring relationship therapy, was to investigate the disappearance of mutants.
Although they are severely weak, they fight against Lavish and the clones, restoring their
memories and powers. They are married by the rabbi who was present for officiating Kitty's
wedding, with Nightcrawler and the Iceman as Rogue's bridal party and with Storm and X as
Gambit's best women. While in space, their honeymoon is interrupted when they receive a
message from Kitty Pryde about a secret package that they must find; however, the unknown
package involves the Shi'ar Empire and several others are after it as well. Having read Rogue's
mind, Xandra offers to fix her abilities so she can touch anyone; however, Rogue refuses; when
Gambit questions her, she explains that the last time it happened, she never learned to control it
herself. The ground is interrupted by the Imperial Guard and by Deathbird and a fight ensues.
Xandra explains that her powers have evolved, Rogue will have to learn to control it on her own;
Gambit and Rogue return to Earth. During the holiday season, Gambit and Rogue are pulled into

the Mojoverse. During a reality talk show, Gambit walks off and into a bar, where he meets a
mysterious brunette who turns out to be Spiral. She restores his memory and makes Gambit an
offer that if he steals something for her, she will help Rogue with her powers and help them
escape. Spiral meets Rogue in her mind and explains to her that, until she became self-aware of
what her abilities should be doing, she was subconsciously blocking control over her powers.
Due to the nature of her unique mutant powers, Rogue has had several different abilities over
the decades. Rogue possesses the mutant ability to absorb the psyche and abilities of another
human being or members of some sapient alien races through skin contact. Rogue can absorb
the memories, knowledge, talents, personality and physical abilities whether superhuman or not
of the person she touches, as well as occasionally duplicating in herself physical
characteristics of her victim. The victim loses those abilities and memories for exactly the
amount of time that Rogue possesses them. This absorption usually leaves the victim
weakened and sometimes renders them unconscious. Their powers may also be temporarily
weakened or removed. Rogue's power is constantly active, rendering her incapable of touching
others without the absorption process taking place. However, evidence suggests that Rogue's
inability to control her powers is psychological in nature. During the times when the Ms. Marvel
personality would overtake her psyche, she was able to touch people freely. The transfer of
abilities is usually temporary, lasting for a period of time relative to how long contact is
maintained, but if Rogue holds on to her victim for too long, the transfer may become
permanent, leaving the victim nearly dead, as was the case with Ms. Marvel fought the transfer
process, which Rogue attested to some time after the incident occurred. Most often this
process happens instantly when Rogue touches someone, but certain extraordinarily powerful
beings have proven resistant to Rogue's power, and she may only share part of their memories
and power, as was the case when Rogue once attempted to absorb power from the alien Magus.
However, in the process of doing so she gained an immunity to the Technarch transmode virus.
After coming into contact with the supervillain Pandemic, Rogue's powers were upgraded for a
brief time into an instant death touch. As Rogue is absorbing the total psyche of a person, there
is a risk of a personality overwhelming her and taking control of her body. It has also been
shown that even though the memories she has absorbed eventually fade when a psyche returns
to its body, remnants, or "echoes", of the personalities of victims whose memories she has
absorbed remain buried in her subconscious indefinitely, and while there is little to no risk of
those personalities overwhelming her like the Ms. Marvel personality could, they can
occasionally make their presences known. Following the conclusion of Messiah Complex ,
Rogue's slate was wiped clean. The touch of mutant baby Hope mysteriously erased all of the
previous memories and abilities Rogue had absorbed, including those of the Hecatomb. It also
cured her of the Strain 88 virus. Rogue's touch now simply steals the memories and abilities of
individuals with whom she comes in direct skin-to-skin contact. The longer the contact, the
longer Rogue retains the absorbed information, powers, and also the abilities of the individuals
she absorbs. She can now control her powers, making her touch lethal â€” or non-lethal â€” at
will. Following the events of X-Men: Legacy , Rogue appears to be able to activate her powers at
will, as opposed to them being constantly active, as demonstrated when she kisses Gambit
without incident. Her inability to control her powers stemmed from mental blocks within her
mind which formed each time she used her abilities, crippling the development of her powers
from their nascent stage. When Professor Xavier removes the blocks, her powers are allowed to
develop normally. She later uses a more lethal version of her powers against the Avengers
during her fight with them, even making the Falcon and the She-Hulk immediately unconscious
without any negative feedback on her physical self besides the She-Hulk's green skin but she
cannot control the minds of the ones she absorbs. She absorbs their powers and renders them
unconscious for a long time. The new twist in Rogue's powers consists of prompting her
victims of her skin-to-skin contact for a consent on the process. Rogue's victim can either resist
the absorption and suffer, like originally with Rogue's powers, or instead submit to the
absorption, and so the process instead becomes entirely fluent without consequences. Rogue
has used this twist extensively in the Legacy series; just two examples of it are when aiding the
victims of a subway collapse absorbing all rescuers' abilities in X-Men Legacy , [] and also when
quenching a riot in a prison of mutants absorbing the existence of some mutant-volunteers in
X-Men Legacy During Uncanny Avengers , Rogue used her powers to absorb the energies of
numerous superheroes to oppose the Celestial Executioner, stating that she had "been
practicing"; she was even able to absorb the ionic energy-based powers of Wonder Man whom
she had been previously unable to absorb. Anna's powers underwent another change during a
battle with the Shi'ar Imperial Guard and a decanting faction of radicals led by Deathbird. The
genetically conceived offspring of Charles Xavier and Lilandra Neramani; Xandra had reached
into Rogue's conscious mind and used her considerable telepathic abilities in order to kick start

a change in her powers. Initially seemingly no different than before, Rogue's absorption abilities
had been vastly augmented from what they were before, still having no control over her
abilities, she now as the capacity to drain life energy and supernatural skills from other living
beings a good distance away. Eliminating the need to physically touch anyone for her siphoning
powers to take effect. Realizing that she had been purposefully limiting her own abilities out of
personal fear, now coming to terms with her own shortcomings, Rogue regained control of her
life force absorption power and could now willingly initiate the ranged mass absorption effect
that Xandra unlocked within her. As a young woman, Rogue permanently absorbed the
superhuman powers and the psyche of Carol Danvers , the original Ms. She was able to repel
bullets and fly at sub-sonic speeds, much like Ms. Marvel could. Rogue also gained a
precognitive "seventh sense" that enables her to unconsciously predict an enemy's move
during battle. She used this ability to predict where Nightcrawler would teleport and from which
direction Magus of the Technarchy would attack. Marvel psyche was eventually separated from
Rogue's in a subsequent issue, [] [] and it was destroyed by Magneto. For a time Rogue lost all
of her powers, including her original mutant ones, after she was critically injured in a fight with
the mysterious warrior Vargas. She also still possessed a "fluid genome" that enabled Sage to
use her as a conduit through which to channel the mutant powers of the X-Treme X-Men team in
a fight against Bogan. In the short-lived volume 3 of her self-titled series â€” , Rogue absorbed a
large portion of the mutant Sunfire's solar-absorption based powers. In addition to her own
natural mutant abilities, Rogue could then project intense heat and flame, envelop her body in a
fiery aura, fly by focusing her power downwards in a tight stream to propel her like a rocket,
focus her power inward to increase her strength though not at her Ms. Marvel levels , exercise
immunity to heat and radiation, and see the infrared spectrum. Rogue currently possesses
Wonder Man 's essence, including his powers and psyche. Her organic tissues have been
permeated with ionic energy, granting her an array of superhuman abilities. She possesses
superhuman strength sufficient enough to lift well over tons, as well as some degree of
superhuman speed, agility and reflexes. In addition, Rogue is virtually invulnerable to damage
and is capable of flying at high speeds. Rogue's eyes glow in the dark and her vision extends
somewhat into the infrared spectrum, allowing her to see in the dark. Her new ionic physiology
also grants her a form of immortality, protecting her from age and disease. Rogue has shown a
fair knowledge of unarmed combat when in a position where she has to fight in situations where
she cannot simply use her powers to knock out her foe. She has also received a degree of
training from Professor X to protect herself against even subtle telepathic attacks, this training
allowing her to escape Kobik's reprogramming of various Avengers and villains to reassemble
her teammates against this new threat when even experienced telepaths like Cable were trapped
in the illusion. In the Going Rogue arc of her ongoing series, [10] Rogue's real name is finally
established as Anna Marie. Rogue reaches her childhood home of Caldecott County, where her
surviving maternal aunt and the shamanistic incarnation of her mother repeatedly refer to her as
"Anna Marie"; Gambit also refers to her as "Anna" instead of "Rogue". Rogue learns her true
given name at birth was "Anna Marie" from the absorbed memories of her aunt, who helped
raise Rogue with Rogue's father after Rogue's mother vanished from their home. Rogue
acknowledges the name uttering: " Anna Marie Th-that's my name Anna," once after finding
Gambit in the dream world. According to the official novelization of X-Men , her surname in the
film series is "D'Ancanto". In X-Men 24, she tries to reveal it to Gambit on a date, but he stops
her. During the next few years, Rogue would express an attraction to both Gambit and the
leader of the X-Men, Magneto. She would ultimately become romantically involved with Magneto
after he worked out a way for them to touch by surrounding his body in a tight electromagnetic
'sheath' that prevented her from actually making contact with his skin, while still feeling as
though she was. The two would later conceive a son named Charles , after Charles Xavier, who
was slain by Legion whose target had actually been Magneto himself. Rogue and Magneto,
along with that reality's X-Men continue their lives. This reality's version of Rogue had her
uncontrollable absorption abilities and permanently possessed around half of Polaris' magnetic
abilities. Unlike her husband Magneto and Polaris herself, Rogue appeared to prefer to use
these abilities to fly and augment her physical strength and durability to superhuman levels.
Rogue appears in the Age of X continuity going by the name Legacy also known as the Reaper.
She is not allowed to be in the forefront of battles, but has the sole purpose of using her powers
to absorb the memories and powers of dying mutants, [] as well as those of Captain America
after he sacrificed himself to save Fortress X from the Hulk. This results in her questioning
everything and figures that she can get answers only from Kitty, who is imprisoned. She goes
against orders and infiltrates the prison, coming across Blindfold and, later, Professor Xavier.
After absorbing the Professor's powers, she realizes that everything is not what it seems to be.
Considered as a traitor, she is hunted by Moonstar and her team. She flees to Logan , who

dresses her wounds. She confesses that she is puzzled by how she seems to know Charles
Xavier but cannot figure out how; at the same time, his memories paint a different picture of
everything. Moonstar tracks her and she is shot down when fleeing. Gambit rescues her, but
Magneto seemingly buries them under a pile of rubble for their "traitorous" actions. In the New
Exiles series, Rogue is from Earth and comes from a life of "wealth, privilege and
sophistication. She can absorb others' abilities and memories through her hands, but unlike the
original Rogue, the rest of her body can be touched without ill effects. Moreover, she can keep
the borrowed powers and use them at will. Her bodysuit hides mysterious tattoos. The House of
M Rogue is an agent of S. She plays an important role in the resistance to Magneto. After being
contacted by the resistance movement, Rogue briefly touches Layla Miller and appears
overwhelmed, as the acquired power emanated from her and awakened others in the vicinity to
the reality of the House. She even absorbed the powers of Genis-Vell. Due to the nature of
Genis' genetics and powers, half of Rogue's body transforms into a seemingly window to a
cosmic landscape of black void dotted with stars. During the final battle, Quicksilver finds the
cosmically powered Rogue waiting up top. Pietro slams into Rogue and is sent flying back. She
has a talent for imitating the personality traits and mannerisms of any person, allowing her to fit
into any situation. Professor Xavier considered her a missing link or patient zero in his theories
about sociopathy as the next stage of human behavioral evolution. During the Ultimate
Fantastic Four crossover where the Ultimate Universe's Fantastic Four visit the Marvel Zombies
Universe, Rogue is seen as a zombified hero in one of the panels before the infection spread
out. Rogue herself maintains the steel and ridged skin of Colossus , having unintentionally
absorbed his power when her glove disintegrated while she was trying to carry him to safety,
and wears a version of Ms. Marvel 's lightning bolt uniform. This drastic change in alliance can
be partially attributed to the fact Rogue has fully absorbed the powers and life force of the
Super-Skrull , gaining his Skrull alien traits, the powers of all the members of the Fantastic Four
, as well as Kl'rt's personality and memories. As a result of this absorption, Rogue's own
personality has become warped, even regarded by her own teammates as acting villainous. In
this version, her name appears to be Marian Carlyle. Using this information, agents of Weapon X
storm the school and capture the X-Men. D rescues them and destroys Weapon X's facility.
Though offered a place on the X-Men, she joins the Brotherhood. She later joins the X-Men in
the Return of the King arc. They hope to use her powers for " corporate espionage ". In
exchange for her help, they promise her they will help her control her powers through a
power-dampening material they had developed. She turns them down, feeling that her powers
are her penance. Rebuked, they attack Rogue and Gambit. She touches both of them and uses
their powers to fend off their guards. The X-Men arrive to take her back, but she turns them
down and leaves with Gambit. Gambit sacrifices himself to save Rogue and she kisses him as
he dies at his request. With this kiss, she takes his powers that seemingly override her own,
ridding her of her 'death touch' through several of the books this also affects Rogue's
appearance, as she acquires black eyes with red irises. In the subsequent story arc Date Night ,
[] Rogue decides to rekindle her relationship with the Iceman after she loses her virginity to him
something possible due to her being able to touch him now. Xavier theorizes this is only a
temporary change and her powers will return within time. Towards the end of the Annual ,
Rogue touches a delusional Nightcrawler and her old powers re-emerge, causing her to start
teleporting randomly, and she loses Gambit's power, sending her back into the shell of hiding
her skin, much to her and the Iceman's dismay. During Ultimate X-Men 77, she loses her arm
during a fight with Cable. However, after absorbing some of Wolverine 's healing power, her arm
appears to grow back. Rogue stays with the Iceman at the Xavier Institute as a student. Xavier
later returns and reveals himself to be alive. Rogue once again becomes an X-Man. Her
appearance heavily altered, it seems her abilities have been enhanced such that she can call on
absorbed abilities, as she has Colossus' armored flesh and the Angel 's feathered wings
extending from her arms. While telling Cyclops the benefits of Banshee she kisses him; when
asked why, she replies "'Cause I can. In Ultimate X-Men 95, she reveals that when her father got
drunk he would molest her. Once when he tried to touch her, she took his life. She also appears
to have found out who Vindicator was, but before she could elaborate, Vindicator took her out.
When they were discovered by the others, a battle raged. She absorbed the Iceman's power and
kissed him to show what Banshee could allow her, but the kiss was broken off by Firestar.
Hostilities ceased when Northstar turns up â€” alive, but crippled. After the Ultimatum Wave hits
Manhattan , Jean refuses to allow Rogue to join her, as she cannot be trusted. Rogue then
attacks Department H , absorbing Sasquatch 's power and attacked Jubilee. It is then revealed
that Vindicator is, in fact, John Wraith, whom she blames for ruining her life. She threatens him
for help in killing Magneto. They travel to Montreal , where Rogue poses as a stripper to get
close to Sabretooth and the Juggernaut. Rogue absorbs his powers just before he dies and now

permanently possesses them. She then helps the X-Men in their effort to defeat Magneto and his
Brotherhood. They do so, but suffer many casualties. She is last seen helping Jean Grey and
the Iceman tear down the Xavier Institute and everything on the estate. They bury the remains of
the deceased X-Men in its place. She finally ends up falling in love with and marrying Fandral of
the Warriors Three , whose place is subsequently taken by Nightcrawler. In "What If Rogue
possessed the power of Thor? Although Loki attempted to manipulate her into waging war on
Asgard after she was able to lift Thor's hammer , the sight of Odin 's genuine sense of loss
allowed Thor's remnants to manifest in her subconscious, affirming that he was an ideal as well
as a person, allowing Rogue to inherit his power and position as she became the new Thor. In
"What If Mystique had raised Nightcrawler? In What If? In this reality, Rogue is called Carol,
implying that the absorbed Ms. Marvel persona is the dominant consciousness. Because Carol
is in control, Rogue's absorption powers are under control and she is married to Captain
America. They also have a daughter together named Sarah, who inherited some of her mother's
abilities and is known as the Crusader. This version of Rogue appears to have her original
mutant powers, as well as Ms. Marvel's powers. It was also shown that she wears Ms. Marvel's
costume into battle. In the What If? She presumably has the same history as her mainstream
counterpart and possesses both her own mutant abilities and the powers of Ms. She later
assists her teammates and many other heroes and villains against Galactus and watches as the
Silver Surfer dies to prevent Earth from being devoured. She seems to possess both her own
mutant abilities as well as the powers of Ms. Marvel, as she is seen flying and wearing gloves.
Her history is presumably the same as her mainstream counterpart, though she wears a blue
uniform and yellow gloves rather than her iconic costume. Rogue has also gained complete
control over her abilities in this timeline. This Rogue defeats Shaitan and rescues her children
from the Neverland Camp, but was ultimately killed by Mister Sinister when he was disguised as
Gambit. In this reality, Rogue has absorbed Nightcrawler's abilities when he gave her
mouth-to-mouth, granting her Nightcrawler's skin and tail as well as exceptional athletic
abilities, although this has also left Nightcrawler with Rogue's powers and looking like a normal
human. Claremont has kept the plot thread from Fall of the Mutants concerning the X-Men's
encounter with Roma intact, and so Rogue is still rendered undetectable to cameras, appearing
only as a blur on screen or film. While exploring her new powers, Rogue runs into Spider-Man
and spends the night fighting crime alongside him; she suggests that they kiss to see if her
original abilities have been affected by her transformation, but they are interrupted by a Sentinel
attack before they can actually make contact. Captain America approaches them in the tunnels
with the intent of escorting Caliban for a trial. However, the meeting is interrupted by the
Apocalypse Twins , who are on a mission to kill Captain America. In the end, they kill Havok
when he defends Captain America and Rogue when she retaliates for Havok's death. From
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physical characteristics of others via skin-to-skin contact Superhuman strength, speed,
durability permanently gained after a contact with Carol Danvers Flight. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Rogue comics. Wikiquote has quotations related to: Rogue. Forgot your
password? On this page, we tell you all you need to know to prepare your Outlaw Rogue before
entering Torghast and then how to pick up the right Anima Powers once you are inside! This
page will guide you on your journey as you ascend Torghast, Tower of the Damned, on your
Outlaw Rogue. For more information about Torghast and its inner working, you can check out
our comprehensive Torghast pages. Weaponmaster is the highest DPS option in this tier and
improves both your AoE and single-target damage. Acrobatic Strikes coupled with Crippling
Poison will often allow you kite enemies and still be able to hit them, without them being able to
strike back at you. This is particularly effective when you are only fighting a single enemy as
you can fight without taking damage at all. Marked for Death is the best choice due to the
frequent resets you get when fighting even small groups of enemies. Make sure to always use it
on the target you intend to kill next so you get as many cooldown resets on it as possible.
Whenever you get to choose an additional talent in this tier, you should get Deeper Stratagem in
addition to Marked for Death. As you try to avoid taking damage in the first place, Cheat Death
is of little use in Torghast. Iron Stomach allows for stronger heals whenever you use Crimson
Vial. As there are many Anima Powers that increase your maximum health, and Crimson Vial
always heals a percentage of your maximum HP, the power of this talent will increase the more
HP you gain. Prey on the Weak is the best choice here. You will oftentimes want to use Kidney
Shot on elite enemies to stop them from dealing damage to you and with this talent you will also
deal more damage to them while they are stunned. Alacrity is the only choice in this tier, as it
improves both your single-target as well as your AoE damage. While Dreadblades is a strong
burst cooldown which would drastically improve your damage, it is offset by the loss of HP
whenever you use a finishing move. If you happen to have a healer in your party, you can pick
Dreadblades instead. Blade Rush is best for sustained damage. You can choose to pick Killing
Spree instead if you are playing at a slower pace. Waiting for cooldowns to recharge is always a
viable option in Torghast and Killing Spree will allow you to maximize your DPS whenever you
choose to engage a group of enemies for short periods of time. It is recommended to play
Celerity in Torghast. As using Vanish might often reset enemies you are engaged with, using
Mark of the Master Assassin is not recommended. You can find out more about which legendary
powers are viable for Outlaw Rogue in general by following the link. All Covenants are viable for
all types of content for Outlaw. If you are unsure yet which Covenant to pick, you can head over
to our comprehensive Covenant overview to learn more about each individual Covenant and its
strengths and weaknesses. Most enemies stand still or patrol between packs, everything can be
crowd controlled or kited, and each pack can be pulled individually. This allows you to use your
full toolkit to give yourself an edge in braving the Jailers minions. It is important to utilize your
crowd control and utility abilities to their fullest to avoid getting swarmed by enemies. You have
a lot of different tools at your disposal, and as there is no time limit for Torghast, you can safely
wait out any potential cooldowns you might need for the next group of enemies, Elites or the
floor boss of your run. Taking it slow is a perfectly viable approach, and there is no shame in
waiting out your defensive and offensive cooldowns before jumping into the next group of
enemies. As resurrections are limited, it is always advisable to not risk dying and instead use
Vanish to leave combat and try again once your cooldowns have recharged. Throughout
Torghast you will find Anima Powers inside chests, puzzles, or after killing particularly
dangerous enemies. You will oftentimes be presented with multiple choices, and while it is a lot
of fun to try out different combinations and builds, some of these powers are simply too good to
pass up. In this section we will discuss some of the most powerful Anima Powers as well as
highlight a few interesting combinations that can make your journey much easier when put
together. Half the fun of Torghast is combining individual powers so do not feel limited to the
selection of Anima Powers that are listed here. As there is no time-limit or entry-cost associated
with Torghast, trying out different combinations and builds can make any run feel different and
more enjoyable than the previous one. For a comprehensive list of all Anima Powers available
to Rogues, you can check out the pages listed below. Most of these powers are very powerful
by themselves, and should be picked up whenever you are given the choice. Occasionally you
will find Anima Powers that give you a large amount of Phantasma at once or increase your
Phantasma gain for the rest of your run. You should generally pick these if you find them within
the first 2 Floors, and skip these if you have already visited Broker Veken on Floor 3. Distracting
Charges applies a debuff to each enemy affected by your distract, that explodes for massive
damage once it expires while also stunning each target for 3 seconds. This will one-shot most
enemies with low health and will significantly damage elite enemies. As you cannot use distract

on enemies that are already engaged in combat you can only use this once per pack, and once
picked up you will no longer be able to distract patrols without also engaging them in combat.
This effect can stack. Using this damage bonus on an opportunity proc will deal massive
damage, even more so if you happen to gain access to Quick Draw as an additional talent. This
significantly boosts your priority target damage and makes fighting elites or the final boss
much easier. The increased Combo Point generation will also greatly boost your AoE damage
during Blade Flurry and combined with Evasion you should be able to dispatch of large groups
of enemies at once while all these cooldowns are running. Flowing Potential Wraps allow you to
generate an extra Combo Point on each generator. If you also happen to gain a Broadside buff
this significantly boosts your ability to use finishers, leading to a much stronger cooldown
reduction via Restless Blades. These low-health enemies can be found multiple times on each
floor, and while the health increase might not seem like a lot at first, it will stack up quickly and
drastically improve your survivability. This allows you to dispatch of elite enemies without ever
having to face them, by controlling them and then fighting a less threatening larger group of
enemies, as half your AoE damage will be transferred to the controlled enemies. Shadowlaced
Armaments lets your Combo Point generating abilities deal cleave damage for each Combo
Point you have. Especially during your cooldowns this damage will lead to some powerful
cleave on top of the already strong Blade Flurry AoE. You will oftentimes be able to access an
additional talent. If these are from Tier 1, 3, 6 or 7 you should always pick these. Refer to the top
of this page for good optional picks. Reverberating Strike changes your Echoing Reprimand to
instead function as if your finishing ability was used with 20 Combo Points. This can lead to
some massive burst damage when combined with other Anima Powers that also improve the
damage of your finishers like First Steps or The Last Blade. Spiked Lashes is the best Anima
Power for Flagellation. With this Power you will gain twice as much Haste based on the amount
of Flagellation Stacks. They are especially powerful when pulling multiple elite enemies at once.
Poisoned Rush on the other hand allows for 40 seconds of Adrenaline Rush, and will make
killing the final boss incredibly easy when you also have Jack of All Trades. Hollow Bones in
particular allows you to permanently kite and shoot enemies from afar without ever having to
engage with your enemy, and combining any of these two with Spring-loaded Bone Pouch will
make you a fully functional ranged Rogue. This guide has been written and reviewed by
Seliathan , who has been playing Rogue since the first day of Classic. You can often find him
streaming on Twitch , or follow him on his personal Discord server. Sign In Remember me Not
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Carapace of N'Zoth Loot. Quick Draw. Deeper Stratagem. Even when surrounded by her fellow
X-Men , in many regards Anna Marie, aka Rogue, will always be alone. On a continually evolving
roster of superheroes, she was dealt one of the worst hands possible. While plenty of other
mutants can accept their powers as a gift, Rogue has never been able to see hers as anything
more than an oft-unbearable burden. Unable to have human contact of any kind without dire
consequences, she will always be somewhat isolated. While this is undoubtedly a curse when it
comes to her relationships and her mental stability , it is a huge asset to the X-Men. Rogue is
one of the fiercest warriors the team has ever had. Throughout her tenure as hero and villain,
she has obtained some undeniably awesome powers. Either by force or invitation, Rogue has
absorbed the energy of pretty much all of her teammates and, of course, plenty of bad guys.
Rogue has borrowed the abilities of fellow teammate Bobby Drake, aka Iceman , multiple times.
His incredible ability to create and manipulate ice is one that Rogue has been able to utilize in a
variety of ways. This power has been used not only as a weapon, but also as a tool to rebuild
during the events of Avengers vs. Bobby has always had more fun with his gift than most of his
X-Men pals. Talk about traveling in style. The X-Men 4. In issue 2 of that same miniseries, Rogue
also absorbed the abilities of Ben Grimm through a kiss. In that moment, they both got the
affection they so desperately craved and realized just how much they had in common. Rogue
was essentially raised by Destiny and Mystique. They took her in when she had nowhere else to
go. The revelation that they too were mutants, drew Rogue even closer to them, allowing them
to easily warp her teenage mind. In X-Treme X-Men , Rogue received a power boost from fellow
mutant Sage, which enabled her to call upon every power that she had ever absorbed and
control them all. Even still, seeing events before they come to pass is a pretty handy skill, and
one that Rogue was able to use to her advantage when hunting the villainous Vargas. Without
the added edge of knowing his moves before he made them, Rogue might never have been able
to confront the man who murdered Psylocke. She has tangled with plenty of Avengers as well.
In Uncanny Avengers 21, Rogue absorbed the combined powers of every member of the
Avengers and X-Men that she could find in order to defeat Exitar. One of the many that lent her
their abilities was Bruce Banner. While it is no fun at all being Bruce Banner, being the Hulk for
a brief period, especially in battle, is probably pretty amazing. If World War Hulk proved
anything, it was that the Hulk could beat just about anyone. However, eventually they became
close friends and Rogue shared her pain with Ororo. Not wanting Rogue to feel alone, Storm
freely offered up her powers in Uncanny X-Men in order to give Rogue some perspective. It
turns out that being able to control the weather is awesome. Operation Outlook Change was a
success. Two pretty evil ladies did raise her, after all. Of the many powers she absorbed that
day, the coolest was easily gaining the abilities of the God of Thunder. Seriously, the guy lives
in a magical world, has unlimited strength, and wields the all-powerful Mjolnir. Aside from
granting her the strength of a god, absorbing his energy also made her completely invulnerable
to attack. She decimated the entire team. Uncanny X-Men did not look good for the X-Men.
Nimrod had not only bested the Juggernaut who was actually living the legal life , but also
several members of the X-Men. Luckily, Kitty Pryde had a genius plan. Rogue wound up
absorbing powers from her, Colossus, and Nightcrawlerâ€¦ at the same time! This new mutant
was an amalgam of all four of them, and took on Nimrod. This super mutant she created was
more than a match for a seemingly unbeatable foe. Rogue has borrowed the powers of multiple
X-Men simultaneously several times since then. It's not only useful in battle, but just plain
useful. However, this was far from the only time that Rogue traveled from place to place using

Kurt Wagner's powers. While Nightcrawler has struggled over the years both with his
appearance and the fact that he is a mutant, his powers were one area in which he never had to
work to gain acceptance. Generally when Rogue has absorbed powers from her fellow X-Men, it
has been with their permission, to aid her in fighting a Big Bad â€” or when she was, you know,
evil. He was one of several mutants possessed by Proteus. Luckily, Rogue was able to drain his
power and teleport to safety. However, an unconscious Psylocke wound up being the perfect
power source and Rogue used her telekinetic sword to cut into his spirit. Rogue has absorbed
and used not only her telepathic sword, but also her telepathy, telekinesis and penchant for
projecting illusions. The powers of Wanda Maximoff have evolved over the years more than that
of perhaps any other hero. It turns outâ€¦ nothing. According to Wanda, she simply lacked the
imagination to use them. Rogue and Mystique have a complicated relationship, to say the least.
Raven Darkholme treated Rogue as if she were her own daughter. However, not everyone
should be a parent and Mystique choosing to raise Rogue in her own image is ultimately what
drove them apart. Well, that and the fact that Mystique is evil. The problem is that most of the
times that Rogue has absorbed this power, she was just trying to better understand the woman
who raised her by accessing her memories and emotions. On top of that, she just happens to be
one of the deadliest women in the Marvel Universe. Although Rogue's allegiances vacillated
early on in her comic book career, she has proven herself to be one of the most valued
members the X-Men. Her battles with Mystique often test her the most. Borrowing power from
the Stepford Cuckoos was particularly difficult, as it gave her three different perspectives inside
her head. Cyclops was forced to take out his teammates one by one, eventually knocking Rogue
unconscious with poppies from The Wizard of Oz guess you had to be there. Professor X was
also down for the count, but Rogue was able to absorb his powers in order to convince the
other X-Men that they couldn't trust what they were seeing. Rogue and Wolverine have always
had a close relationship. When they first meet, Rogue is still a villain and steals his powers, just
like she's done to the others. She has always had a penchant for absorbing abilities with a kiss,
probably because this is the only physical contact that she is ever allowed and she desperately
craves it. Her refusal only made Wolverine trust her more. This would hardly be the only time
that Rogue used his ability to heal, but it was certainly the most poignant. Rogue has had
several complicated romances over the years, the most famous of which is probably her
on-again-off-again relationship with Gambit. There have been certain times over the years that
kissing Magneto produced the same result as Rogue kissing any other mutant. However, this
was not the case in Uncanny X-Men Rogue has attempted to seduce her former lover into
submission, but with varying results. There were times, as in X-Men: Legacy that Rogue has
even had to rein him in when he was a good guy. She was forced to steal his power in order to
combat the damage that he was doing. We all know that Magneto is a guy who tends to get a
wee bit drunk on power. Still, he is one of the strongest mutants in the world, and his power is
certainly one of the coolest that Rogue has ever absorbed. It is tragic that the most badass set
of powers Rogue ever absorbed managed to destroy what little semblance of self she had, and
also put Ms. Marvel in a coma for years. Marvel was definitely the most serious case of this.
However, while the transfer yielded terrible results, it did help Rogue onto the road of recovery
with the X-Men. All of the aftermath would get sorted eventually and in the meantime, Rogue
became one of the most powerful woman in the Marvel Universe! Not only could she put down a
bad guy with a single touch, but also the girl could fly, had super strength and was nearly
invulnerable. Too bad things didn't work out so well for Ms. Marvel for quite some time. We will
finally get to see Carol in her MCU glory when Marvel's first female-led superhero movie,
Captain Marvel , arrives in theaters March 8th, She has an obsession with Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and enjoys bullying people into playing the Buffy board game. She takes far too many
pictures of both her dog and her horse, and prefers spending time with them to hanging out
with actual human beings. Jamie loves all things pop culture and believes her life would be
meaningless without a soundtrack. She aspires to write about the things that she loves at a job
that can support her massive Thai take-out addiction. By Jamie Gerber Published Feb 07, Share
Share Tweet Email 0. Related Topics Lists Comics News x-men. Rogue abilities are abilities that
rogues use. Most abilities are shared between all specializations, while some are only specific
to one or two specializations. All rogues automatically learn the following spells at the specified
level, regardless of specialization. For a summary of the character and strengths of each spec,
see Rogue specializations. Talents become available at level Only one talent can be chosen
from each tier. PvP talents become available at level Up to 3 PvP talents may be active at any
given time with additional slots becoming available at levels 30 and These talents are active in
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Mind-Numbing Poison. Rogue category. Rogue's parents, Owen and Priscilla , married early in
their relationship and lived in a back-to-nature hippie commune in Caldecott County ,
Mississippi. Born as Anna Marie, she also enjoyed the attentions of her Aunt Carrie on her
mother's side. The commune's failed attempt to use Native American mysticism to reach the Far
Banks resulted in Priscilla's disappearance. Carrie took over Anna's care and, in her grief at the
loss of her sister, was a strict and authoritarian guardian. Anna Marie was a rebellious child and
her equally poor relationship with her father and Aunt prompted her to run away from home as a
young teenager, as well as gaining her the nickname " Rogue ". At some point, Rogue grew
close to a boy named Cody Robbins. During their flirtation, Rogue impulsively kissed Cody, at
which point her latent mutant power to absorb the life energy and psyche of others with
skin-to-skin contact emerged. Cody was left in a coma from which he would not awaken. Rogue
was traumatized by the experience and she wore body-concealing clothing that eliminated the
possibility of accidental skin contact. Rogue was not able to control her absorption power at
first; any skin-to-skin contact activated it, and she sometimes retained residual memories of the
people she touched. Rogue wished she did not have to cover up so much around folks, to
protect them from her. Not long after, Rogue was approached by Mystique , who sought her out
on the advice of her precognitive partner, Destiny. Mystique ultimately took Rogue in as a
daughter. In time Mystique turned Rogue's loneliness, envy, bitterness, and despair into anger,
thus recruiting her into the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants. Rogue fought alongside the
Brotherhood against many superheroes, including the X-Men , ROM , Dazzler , and the Avengers
and was a devastating enemy to them all. For her first mission, Rogue encountered the super
heroine, Ms. Rogue and Ms. Marvel fought and, through prolonged contact during which Ms.
Marvel fought valiantly to retain her consciousness, Rogue absorbed Ms. Marvel's alien-based
powers and memories permanently. Rogue gained Ms. Marvel's incredible strength,
near-invulnerability, the power of flight, and a rarely-used mild form of ESP referred to as a
"seventh sense" though this last ability has been largely forgotten. After absorbing Ms. Marvel,
Rogue was ordered to defeat the Avengers and attacked them at their mansion headquarters.
Rogue was able to absorb Captain America and Thor , but was forced to retreat. After
regrouping with the Brotherhood, Rogue and the Brotherhood attacked Ryker's Island , to
release Destiny, but the Avengers defeated them and only Rogue and Mystique escaped. Rogue
was able to absorb Wolverine and Storm's powers, but Storm sent Rogue out of the Pentagon
with a cyclone. During the battle, the Brotherhood was again captured, and only Rogue,
Mystique, and Destiny escaped. When the trio attacked Angel, Dazzler defeated them. Rogue
vowed revenge on Dazzler, becoming increasingly jealous of her popular and attractive lifestyle.
After Dazzler's sister, Lois London , killed a homeless man in self-defense, Dazzler and her
sister fled New York to California, where Rogue continued her vendetta against Dazzler. Dazzler
was able to eventually defeat Rogue, who returned to Mystique. Rogue began to suffer more
acutely from having Carol Danvers' memories in her head. Professor Xavier's charity towards all
mutants led him to welcome her into his School for Gifted Youngsters , regardless of his team
having previously fought Rogue, and in spite of the X-Men's own strong disagreements.
Professor X psychically examined Rogue and invited her to join the X-Men and live at the
mansion , with the team even threatening to leave if she was allowed to stay. Professor Xavier
reminded them of their ideals as X-Men and they gave her a chance. Over time, Rogue
eventually earned the respect of all the X-Men and became a valued, trusted member of the
team. Xavier forced her to leave the Brotherhood, only to have Rogue tell her that she joined of
her own freewill. After finding out that Michael Rossi was in danger, Carol's residual personality
took over and Rogue attacked a S. As a result, Storm was stripped of all her powers. The X-Men
battled the Juggernaut and Nimrod. Rogue absorbed the powers of most of her teammates to
defeat Nimrod. Dazzler joined the X-Men and fought Juggernaut by herself and was defeated.
Rogue led her small team of X-Men to rescue Dazzler and defeat Juggernaut. Rogue was forced
to confront and cooperate with Dazzler, a one-time adversary who she attempted to kill. Rogue
was approached by Mystique and informed that Destiny had foreseen that the X-Men would die
in Dallas. After the initial battle, a rift opened in the sky of Dallas and chaos ensued of different
weather patterns right next to each other and beings and creatures from the past appeared and

attacked. After gaining access into the Starlight Citadel , the X-Men battled the Adversary and,
after Rogue absorbed his power and opened a portal to seal him in, gave their lives to imprison
the Adversary, with a spell cast by Forge; however, the Omniversal Guardian, named Roma ,
restored the X-Men to life and freed the Adversary under the notion that there could be no order
without chaos. The events had been broadcast over a live television news feed and the world
believed the heroes to be dead. After being resurrected, the X-Men decided to use the
opportunity to go underground and keep their rebirth secret. The X-Men resurfaced in Australia ,
where they defeated the Reavers. They claimed their base and teleporter, Gateway , a mute,
mutant Aborigine with the ability to create gates with his bull roarer. Roma appeared and
presented them with the Siege Perilous , a gem that created a portal which granted any person
who walked through it judgment and a new chance at life, with a new career, home, and so forth
and had magically made them invisible to any sort of mechanical perception. While in captivity,
Rogue and Wolverine were stripped of their powers by Wipeout and contained where the guards
"took a few liberties" with Rogue. Embarrassed, Rogue allowed the Carol Danvers personality to
take-over and escaped, rescuing Wolverine. Rogue, still under Danvers influence, and
Wolverine followed Phillip Moreau to the Mutates' camp, until they were attacked and the X-Men
arrived to rescue them. At times when Rogue would become unconscious, or in extreme stress,
Danvers' personality would take-over. Rogue even dressed and posed as Dazzler to court the
man's attention. Rogue was taken-back to the guards of Genosha molesting her and she began
to shut-out the Carol personality completely. After destroying her room, because the Carol
personality remodeled, Dazzler recommended that the women of the X-Men had a social outing.
The X-Women went to a mall in Beverly Hills and, after they indulged in a day of shopping and
frivolity, rescued Jubilee from the M-Squad. After the Carol personality visited the Wall and her
old apartment, Rogue reasserted herself just-in-time to battle Master Mold and Nimrod, while
wearing Carol's old Ms. Marvel uniform. Dazzler threw the Siege Perilous at the Master Mold's
decapitated head and Rogue sacrificed herself, to ensure the Sentinel would go through, and
disappeared. Rogue was stripped of her powers for a time, as well as the remaining portions of
Carol's personality that had haunted her. Rogue ended up powerless in the Savage Land ,
where she was taken in by Magneto. Rogue ultimately saw through Magneto's noble facade
when he killed the high priestess Zaladane , who had amassed an army of Savage Land natives,
so she left. Rogue traveled to Muir Island , where she fell under the control of the Shadow King.
As her powers returned, she and the X-Men defeated the Shadow King, and she rejoined the
team. The uninhibited and corrupting influence of Farouk led to them making out. When the
mind control ended, Gambit remembered their encounter but Rogue did not, leading to an
awkward encounter afterwards. Despite the circumstances of their first meeting, Rogue and
Gambit were immediately attracted to each other and quickly began dating. Around this time,
Cody Robbins, the first person to fall victim to Rogue's powers, passed away after being used
as a pawn by Gambit's ex-wife, Bella Donna , and ex-lover Candra. It was eventually discovered
that Mystique had two sons: the now-deceased anti-mutant politician Graydon Creed and
Rogue's long-time teammate, Nightcrawler. Rogue and Nightcrawler considered themselves to
be siblings, although the revelation did not particularly alter their friendship. When the Galactic
Council transformed Earth into a maximum-security penal colony for hundreds of
extraterrestrial criminals, Rogue absorbed the attributes of Z'Cann -- a telepathic alien
shapeshifter who had joined Cadre K , Xavier's Skrull equivalent to the X-Men. Z'Cann purposely
touched Rogue to activate the mutant's abilities as the two evaded bounty hunters. Z'Cann used
her telepathy to amplify Rogue's capacity to assimilate memories, causing her powers to
mutate. During an invasion of aliens from another dimension, Rogue begged Sage to use her
jump-starting powers to evolve Rogue to a point where she could control all of the various
powers inside of her. Sage agreed, and Rogue became a one-woman army, able to use the
powers of anyone she had absorbed in the past, exhibiting a multitude of powers at once. In
that same invasion, Rogue was confronted by Vargas who was said to be "a new species all
together". Vargas wanted to kill her to preserve his own life; he showed her a page from one of
Destiny's diaries that indicated Rogue would kill him. Rogue fought Vargas off and sped to
rescue Gambit from the machine that used him to power a trans-dimensional gate. The power
beam trapped her with him and they were both stabbed by Vargas. Wounded but still alive,
Rogue pursued Vargas, ambushing him by replacing his statue of Psylocke and eventually
using all her abilities to defeat him and perhaps kill him, though the exact outcome of their fight
is still uncertain. Following the repulsion of the invasion, Rogue realized that the Destiny
Prophecies were only possibilities and that trying to follow them was more dangerous than
ignoring them. She also learned that she had inherited a mansion in New Orleans from Destiny,
and the X-Men retired there to recuperate. Rogue soon left the team with Gambit, since they
both emerged powerless from their ordeals and wanted to further explore their relationship.

While on the road, Rogue and Gambit met some mutants who hated normal humans. Rogue
asked them to leave, but they provoked a fight, and Gambit and Rogue both powerless fought
them. They lost, and their opponents destroyed Rogue's bike. Shortly thereafter, Rogue and
Gambit met a young mutant going by the name of Paint , who possessed the power to "paint"
tattoos by touch alone. Rogue complimented Paint on her tattoos and in return, Paint gave
Rogue some tattoos of her own. Rogue ended up staying at a beach house in Valle Soleada , a
town wherein mutants and humans coexisted peacefully. She subsequently received a visit
from Bishop and Sage and, after a series of events involving an investigation into the murder of
a human girl's family, Rogue and Gambit signed up with Bishop and Sage to help stop Sage's
enemy and former boss Elias Bogan. After the battle Rogue asked Sage to restore Gambit's
abilities, which she did. Rogue and Gambit returned to the X-Men. Over time, Rogue's own
abilities returned naturally; however, she no longer possessed the abilities she had absorbed
from Ms. Rogue and Gambit were both put on Havok 's team. On their first mission back, the
X-Men battled against a Chinese mutant team to rescue Xorn. They succeeded and brought
Xorn back to the X-Mansion with them. The X-Men then faced a new Brotherhood in
Philadelphia. The Brotherhood followed them back to the Mansion and attacked them at home.
Black Tom almost killed Rogue, but she was saved by Northstar. Rogue then traveled down
south to save a young mutant girl from her powers. While there, she met Campbell Sainte-Ange
, a young man who was immune to Rogue's lethal touch. Also while there, Rogue forcibly
absorbed knowledge from her Aunt Carrie that explained that Rogue's mother had traveled to
the Far Banks , a dream-realm, to stop her father from getting there himself. Rogue encountered
the incorporeal spirit of her mother therein, and absorbed her memories. After the reunion, her
mother's trapped spirit could finally move on. Rogue subsequently went back to her Aunt Carrie
and made amends with her. Rogue then returned to the X-Men and had to fight against the
monstrous Golgotha , large creatures with limited telepathic abilities. During this ordeal, Rogue
and Gambit got into a fight, and he left. While recovering from Logan's mind, Rogue received a
call from Emma Frost , who tried to kill Havok, mistakenly thinking Havok to be Cyclops. She
later gained Sunfire 's powers after absorbing them when he was dying, subsequent to his
battle with Lady Deathstrike , who amputated both his legs. Rogue returned to the Mansion and
led the Advocates Squad in the school's new squad system. Foxx was actually Mystique in
disguise, who sought to break up Gambit and Rogue. She believed she had found someone
better for Rogue, and was not particularly fond of Gambit. Rogue was given command of an
X-Men team by Cyclops. She also dealt with Gambit's transformation into Death. Mystique
seemingly tried to repair her relationship with Rogue, but was rebuffed. Rogue's team defeated
the group known as the Children of the Vault. Afterward, Rogue declared her team would be
leaving the X-Mansion. Rogue was hospitalized after a battle with Pandemic. Cable, desiring
Rogue's help in defeating the Hecatomb , forced Rogue awake. Pandemic infected Rogue with a
virus, Strain 88, altering her powers by amplifying them into an instantaneous death-touch. In
defeating Hecatomb, Rogue absorbed psyches of eight billion entities that had been stored
inside it. The team moved to Rogue's hometown of Caldecott for Rogue to recover. As Cyclops
and Emma Frost arrived to help Rogue cope with the immensity of the voices in her mind,
Marauders arrived seeking Destiny's Diaries. As part of the attack, it was discovered that
Mystique was working with the Marauders and for Mister Sinister. Mystique shot Rogue and
took her back to Mr. Sinister's base, who only kept Rogue alive because she held all the
information of Destiny's Diaries within her mind. Gambit, who had joined the Marauders and Mr.
Sinister again, was protective of Rogue and accused Mystique of being too careless in how she
captured her. Gambit tried to get her to wake up after she had fallen into a trance overcome by
the minds she absorbed and expresses his apologies for what he had done before rejoining
Sinister. Rogue had flashes of memories, both of her and Gambit during the time that they had
known each other, and of the millions of minds she absorbed, while in her coma-like state
before briefly waking up and recognizing Gambit. She told him she had a nightmare, before
spouting incoherent words and mysterious coordinates. The X-Men attacked the Marauders'
Antarctic base in order to rescue Rogue and the mysterious first mutant baby born since M-Day
; however, the baby eventually took precedence and the X-Men did not recover, nor even see,
Rogue. Sinister, in possession of the mutant baby, relocated the Marauders to Muir Island.
While standing by Rogue's bedside, Mystique was visited by Mr. Sinister who told her that there
would be no cure for Rogue and she would eventually die. Without warning, Mystique
ambushed Sinister and shoved his face onto Rogue's. The instant contact seemingly killed
Sinister. Mystique, in keeping with the words of the Destiny Diaries, placed the baby's face in
direct contact with Rogue's, with the understanding that Rogue would awaken from her
comatose state. The baby was not affected by Rogue's power, and Rogue awakened shortly
after. Realizing what Mystique had done at the risk of killing the baby, Rogue said she was tired

of people's lives being destroyed by Mystique and grabbed Mystique's face barehanded, fully
absorbing her powers and consciousness. Mystique was left on the floor incapacitated as
Rogue told Gambit that when the baby touched her, it removed all the psyches of everybody
she had ever touched and that only herself and Mystique were left in her mind. She told Gambit
she needed to be alone and told him not to follow her. Rogue travelled around the Australian
outback on a motorcycle. She spoke to Mystique who was in fact a copy of the real Mystique's
mind, residing in Rogue's psyche telling her that no one else could help her with her powers
and that it was down to her to figure out how to control them. One day, a woman appeared in
town claiming to be an anthropologist from Melbourne University. Rogue made it clear she
could stay as long as she wanted, but to keep out of her way. The anthropologist approached
Rogue with questions about some of the remains she had found in the town. Rogue said she
didn't know and to leave her alone. The anthropologist followed her and explained she had a
different identity. The anthropologist was then targeted by a low flying Shi'ar spaceship and
revealed that she was really Danger and informed Rogue she was going to get her revenge on
Professor Xavier for using her as a conduit. Danger was damaged by the Shi'ar and created an
amalgamation of several past events in the X-Men's history prominently involving Rogue in the
town using her hard light capabilities. She was finally cornered by the Marauders, and refused
to let Mystique take control and save her as the fake Scalphunter shot at her. Mystique took
over Rogue's body to save her and fought off the Marauders, returning Rogue's control over her
body. Rogue then made her way to the top of a holographic Tokyo Tower and tried to use its
height to find the Institute, deducing that the projections were changing at ten-minute intervals,
altering the environment around her; however, Rogue didn't get far as she ended up in
Antarctica , witnessing the moment she abandoned Gambit after his trial. She regretted her
decision, telling Mystique that she really hadn't moved on. It's was at this point that Cody
Robbins , the first person to fall victim to Rogue's powers appeared before her, repeating his
greeting from the night her powers manifested, leaving her speechless. Rogue continued
travelling through areas connected to her past, speaking with and fighting Ms. Marvel, Mystique
and Magneto until eventually the Professor, Gambit, and a group of Shi'ar pirates managed to
shut down Danger; however, the Professor reactivated her and she and Rogue defeated the
pirates in turn. After this, it was revealed that Rogue's powers never truly developed past their
initial "nascent" stage, which was the reason why they never functioned properly. The
Professor, now aware of this fact, used his telepathy to tear down the mental walls that kept
Rogue's powers from developing the walls were created as a side effect every time she
absorbed other people starting with Cody, and even more so with Ms. Marvel , as well as
removing the mental echo of Mystique. Finally Rogue kissed Gambit, with no ill side effect,
revealing that she was in control of her absorption power. On their way there they were
intercepted by Pixie who teleported them into the city, which was in a state of chaos due to the
anti-mutant and pro-mutant movements. Cyclops sent all three out in order to locate several
missing students and brought them home. During their mission Rogue faced off against the
new Ms Marvel. Finding that she couldn't touch her opponent, Rogue resorted to a trick and fled
the site. Later on she joined Gambit, who had been injured by Ares , along with Danger. Ares did
not take her seriously and dismissed her both as an opponent and her attempts to calm things
down. Rogue grabbed Ares and absorbed his powers. Ares was dismissive of her attempt and
claimed that she couldn't absorb him, a boast that proved wrong as she weakened him enough
for Gambit to blast him bloody and stunned. Having for the moment absorbed some of Ares'
power, she easily dispatched a small group of H. Rogue found Trance as her powers flared out
of control, creating powerful uncontrollable bio-electric blasts. Rogue tried to help calm Trance
and help her gain control when Ms. Marvel appeared. After taking out Gambit and Danger,
Rogue and Ms. Marvel fought; Rogue was losing until Trance regained control and jumped in to
help Rogue. Trance learned that her astral form was able to punch Ms. Marvel when they were
both intangible. After Gambit stunned Ms. Marvel, they teleported back to base where Trance
received medical attention. When Emplate returned to find mutants to feed on, Rogue
volunteered to enter his base and try to stop him, despite Gambits protests. Rogue finally
managed to defeat him and saved Bling! Gambit stated that she had to be ready for him for
good before he could be with her again, and that he would be waiting for her when she was
ready. After Rogue confronted Magneto about his past, she spent a night with him, promising
nothing else. The final battle with Legion's personality Styx resulted in Rogue temporarily
absorbing many of Legion's powers, which led her to finding the location of Havok, Polaris, and
Marvel Girl, the mutants that were left in space after the X-Men's mission to stop Vulcan. After
the Schism between Wolverine and Cyclops, Rogue had great trouble deciding whether to stay
on Utopia or follow Wolverine to Westchester. She went around Utopia getting the opinions of
various different people to help her decide, but finally decided to go to Westchester due to her

love of helping and teaching the children. She and Magneto agreed to keep in touch as they
continued their relationship long distance. Rogue was reluctant to join the fight against the
Avengers , despite being urged to do so by both her students and fellow X-Men. She refused to
do so, due to it reminding her of the bad person she used to be, even after She-Hulk , Falcon ,
and Moon Knight came to monitor the school on behalf of the Avengers. After She-Hulk injured
kids whom she mistook for monsters, however, Rogue finally attacked them. After the Phoenix
chose Cyclops, Colossus, Emma Frost, Magik , and Namor as its hosts and they began fixing
the world, Rogue assisted them, using her powers to replenish natural resources and aid
people. She was approached by Ms. Marvel who wanted to talk to her. Rogue distrusted her,
however, and attacked her. Marvel was captured by Magik who transported her to a prison she
had built in a volcano. Here the Avengers were imprisoned in a piece of Limbo where demons
kept them imprisoned by making them fight their worst fears in their minds. Rogue was horrified
and attempted to break Carol free. Magik noticed, however, and sent Rogue away to an alien
planet. While on the alien planet Rogue found herself in the middle of a battle between two
races and in an act of self-defense she attracted the attention of both races and fled the
battlefield. While trying to find food she almost ate something toxic, if not for Chahr who warned
her of the effect of the fruit. Chahr asked for Rogue's help to defeat the other race, called The
Swarm , and in return they would do all they could to help her return to her world. That night the
Swarm attacked her shelter and while fighting them she used up all Ms. Marvel's powers. The
Queen also attempted to assimilate Rogue but in doing so, Rogue was able to access a locked
away memory in the Swarm's Hive Mind. This memory showed the Queen meeting with the king
of Chahr's people. The two monarchs agreed to make war in order to make sure that their
populations stayed thin enough for them to able to continue living off the planet. The Queen
was enraged and attempted to kill Rogue, as well as exiling the Swarm member that had
brought her there. Rogue and the exiled Swarm managed to escape and bonded together in an
effort to survive. In the end, Rogue brought peace to both of the two races by showing the
conspiracy between the King and the Queen. As promised, Chahr gave Rogue an item which
brought Rogue back to Earth. Finally arriving on Earth, Cyclops had gone mad from possessing
the Phoenix Force all by himself. Rogue tried to save civilians trapped under the rubble made by
Cyclops' attack. With the help of Magneto and several normal people willingly to help, Rogue
saved most of the civilians but one who was injured too much. In the middle of the rescue
mission, Magneto surprisingly proposed to Rogue. After the rescue mission, Rogue spent time
with Magneto, and gently turned down Magneto's proposal before sharing a kiss. Rogue took
offense to seeing Wanda there, and the two began fighting. Their battle was interrupted by the
arrival of the Red Skull and his team of altered humans. Rogue and Wanda were both captured
and taken to the Red Skull's base. The two fought their way into Skull's laboratory where they
found the now brainless corpse of Charles Xavier. This was enough to snap Wanda out of her
mind control and Rogue vowed that she would kill the Red Skull for desecrating Xavier's corpse
and taking his brain; however, they were immediately attacked by the Red Skull and his team. In
a divergent universe , the Apocalypse Twins ' machinations led to the death of both Rogue and
the Scarlet Witch [64] and the destruction of Earth , [65] with the only remaining human being
the Wasp. The Avengers also destroyed the Twin's Tachyon Dam, a device which prevented any
physical time-travel. By doing this, they accidentally allowed Kang who had helped the future
remaining Avengers to travel to the present to arrive, along with his Chronos Corps , and
absorb Exitar's blood, gaining enormous power. As the Infinity Watch arrived to help the
Avengers fight the Chronos Corps, Havok and Sunfire confronted and ultimately defeated Kang,
who was forced to flee along with his soldiers. After the crisis was over, Rogue was in the
process of being driven mad by all the heroes she had absorbed. The Scarlet Witch cast a spell
to return those powers to their owners, although Rogue still retained the powers and the very
essence she absorbed from Wonder Man. After the reinversion spell was cast, almost all
returned to their normal state and Rogue rejoined the Unity Division as the team's new leader.
They were unexpectedly captured by the citizens of Counter-Earth and Rogue was stripped of
Wonder Man's consciousness, but not his powers, by the Master Scientist. Following Steve
Rogers' retirement, Rogue became the field leader of the Avengers Unity Division, although she
accepted Steve Rogers' official oversight and recommendations for membership, such as
Deadpool. Rogue subsequently took the Skull to a new facility where Beast was able to extract
the uniquely Xavier elements from the Skull's brain, depriving him of Xavier's telepathy, while
Rogue and Human Torch incinerated the brain. Following the disbandment of the Avengers
Unity Division, [76] Rogue was called in together with Iceman to lead the X-Men and the Xavier
Institute after Kitty Pryde had been arrested due to the machinations of anti-mutant activist
Lydia Nance. Not long afterwards, Kitty and Colossus held a wedding ceremony after becoming
engaged; however, Kitty backed down at the last second and left Piotr at the altar. During the

would-be reception, Gambit became inspired by Storm's words on marriage, and decided to
propose to Rogue on the spot. She accepted, and they were married shortly afterwards by the
rabbi hired to officiate the marriage that was originally planned for that day. During their
honeymoon in space, they were interrupted by a call from Kitty Pride, who told them that they
needed to find a secret package which involved the Shi'ar. Grateful for their help, Xandra
offered to fix Rogue's powers. Rogue however refused, explaining to Remy that the last time it
happened, it didn't last since she herself wasn't able to control it before losing the ability to
touch. Realizing they were losing the fight, Xandra used her abilities to make everyone think she
and Rogue were killed. After the Imperial Guard and Deathbird left, they reappeared, only to
have Rogue's ability become uncontrollable as she could now absorb memories without
touching anyone. Xandra explained that her powers had evolved and Rogue would have to learn
to control it on her own. Shortly after Gambit and Rogue returned to Earth. Opening an
unknown gift during the holidays, Gambit and Rogue were teleported to the Mojoverse [83] , but
before they were able to figure out what was going on, Mojo reset their lives to a noir setting
called "Honey Moonlighting". However, since Rogue's abilities had evolved, she became aware
of what was going on, destroying the fake reality and killing Remy by absorbing him.
Discussing their relationship on a reality TV show, Gambit left for a bar where he met a strange
brunette woman whom he quickly brushed off. The woman revealed herself to be Spiral and
restored his memories. She explained to Gambit that she brought them there since Mojo wanted
a famous superhero couple for his newest programming, but Spiral needed a great thief to steal
something for her, but she was unaware that Rogue's abilities had changed. Spiral wouldn't tell
Gambit what she wanted stolen, but if he helped her, she promised to help Rogue with her
powers and the couple's escape. Rogue is a mutant. Power Absorption : Rogue can absorb the
powers, energies, memories, knowledge, talents, personality, and physical abilities whether
superhuman or not of another human being or members of some sentient alien races through
physical contact of her skin with the skin of the other person. She is not limited to absorbing
superhuman abilities: for example, she has absorbed the strength, agility, and sharp reflexes of
an enhanced human. She can also absorb psionic abilities. In absorbing another person's
memories Rogue also gains the emotional responses connected to them. Rogue can only
absorb abilities and memories from living organic beings. She can possess the powers of
several superhuman persons at once. No upper limit has yet been determined for the number of
superhuman beings whose power she can maintain simultaneously, or for the amount of power
that she can absorb. Her physical appearance does not change when she absorbs abilities and
memories from a normal looking human being. The victim's abilities and memories are
absorbed for a time sixty times longer than the period of time Rogue was in physical contact
with that person. Those touched are rendered unconscious by contact with her, though some
beings, including Juggernaut and Mojo have resisted this effect. While for most of her life, her
use of this power was involuntary, Rogue has recently gained full control over it. This transfer is
usually temporary, lasting for a period of time relative to how long contact is maintained, but the
transfer may become permanent in certain cases. For example, she absorbed Ms. Marvel's
powers permanently due to unknown reasons Ms. Marvel's strange mix of human and Kree DNA
may have had something to do with it [10] and she absorbed Sunfire's powers permanently
when she absorbed the last of his life force by accident. Her power is potentially lethal. Her
flirtation, Cody Robbins, was in a comatose state for roughly a decade after her powers first
manifested when they touched. He never fully awakened, and finally passed on instead of
remaining on life support; [30] however, Rogue has never actually killed with her powers; even
under the influence of Strain 88, she only sent victims into a permanent vegetative state. As
Rogue is absorbing the total psyche of a person, there is a risk of a personality overwhelming
her and taking control of her body, including Spiral and Mr. Sinister who both proved to be the
dominant personality. It has also been shown that even though Rogue forgets the memories she
has absorbed when a psyche returns to its body, 'echoes' of their personalities remain buried in
her mind. Rogue is able to absorb psyches and abilities of several beings at once, though the
experience can be confusing and disorienting for her. Robotic beings are mostly immune to her
power. Depending on the amount of organics left, she can usually affect cyborgs. Powerful
enough beings can withstand her touch and attempt to impose their own will on her or cause a
feedback loop. Rogue's power has grown over time. Initially she was unable to absorb the
powers of Wonder Man, a being a living ionic energy; [10] however, in recent months she has
been able to absorb him when previously she could not. Although she is capable of absorbing
his powers, Colossus in metal form was able to make physical contact with her with no ill
effects; [93] however, Rogue has shown the ability to absorb him while he was in metal form at
various other times. Rogue's powers were greatly enhanced by Pandemic via Strain 88, making
the effects of her touch instantly permanent and all-consuming. This also returned her mental

status to normal, as the baby purged all previous templates and mental impressions from her
being. This appears to be because, before Professor Xavier helped her break them down, her
power had formed many mental walls within her mind every time she used her abilities. As such
her powers were crippled in their development freezing them in their nascent stage which
severely limited Rogue's control. Yet when she, Gambit and Danger fought Ares in Utopia, her
power absorption was still strong enough to weaken Ares to some level for Gambit to give the
final blow, hinting that she can finally control her touch to be very deadly for enemies without
hurting her friends. She later uses the much more debilitating version of her powers against the
Avengers during her fight with the Avengers to defend Jean Grey School from Avengers'
invasion, even making Falcon and She-Hulk immediately unconscious without any negative
feedback on herself besides the green skin from She-Hulk , stealing their powers and rendering
them unconscious for quite a long time as she stated herself as "so it's time to get old school. A
new twist in Rogue's powers consists of prompting her victims of skin-to-skin contact, for a
consent on the process. Rogue's victim can either resist the absorption and suffer, like
originally with Rogue's powers, or instead submit to the absorption, and so the process instead
becomes entirely fluent without consequences. Rogue has used this twist extensively in the
Legacy series; just two examples of it are when aiding the victims of a subway collapse
absorbing all rescuers' abilities, [58] and also when quenching a riot in a prison of mutants
absorbing the existence of some mutant-volunteers. More recently, Rogue now retains the
powers and very essence of Wonder Man and can no longer freely touch others with her power.
Wonder Man's Powers : Currently, Rogue seemingly still retains some of Wonder Man powers
and abilities even though he has been released from her body, possibly permanently. After her
marriage to Remy in place of Kitty and Colossus' aborted wedding, Anna had her powers jump
started again by the daughter of Shi'ar Empress Lilandra and mutant activist Professor X
Xandra via telepathy. She now has the power to leech away both the abilities and life energy of
others from a good distance away, eliminating the need to touch enemies to swipe their abilities
and memories. Much like her regular abilities, these new powers were beyond her control.
Rogue would randomly absorb raw energy from everyone around her with no real means of
reining it in. At their most unfocused, the absorption would kill anyone she got too close to,
leaving them a withered husk before reducing them to ashes in the wind. With the help of Spiral
's Mojoworld device taking Anna Marie into her own subconscious, she discovered that she'd
been inhibiting control of her own abilities in the back of her mind out of fear. Due to the nature
of her mutant powers, Rogue has possessed a number of superhuman abilities over the years.
Original Ms. Marvel Powers: Due to unknown factors, Rogue permanently absorbed
superhuman powers from Ms. It has been suggested that Ms. Marvel's unique physiology
played a role. One-Time Power Usages: Rogue displayed once the ability to absorb not only the
power of the person she was touching, Nightcrawler, but also absorb the ability of the person
Nightcrawler was touching, Cyclops. Template Recall: ability to recall any powers she had ever
absorbed, in addition to the Ms. Marvel powers which always stayed "on. Sunfire Powers: After
absorbing Sunfire, Rogue wielded his solar based powers. During this time, she demonstrating
his abilities to fly, produce a fiery plasma aura around herself, and project ionized blasts of
solar fire. These powers were lost after X-Men: Messiah Complex. Electronic Surveillance
Immunity: A "gift" from the goddess Roma rendered it impossible for her image to be recorded
by cameras or other means of surveillance, appearing as a blur. Rogue possessed this power
after being reborn by Roma, but it seems to have disappeared without explanation. Rogue has
displayed acrobatic skills she apparently learned from Gambit while they both recovered from
fighting Vargas. Rogue can also speak fluent French, and while on an alien world, proved to be
an excellent swordsman, having been taught by her brother Nightcrawler. Rogue's skills also
depend on who she has recently absorbed. Rogue could formerly draw upon the combat and
espionage training of Carol Danvers by granting control of her body to her alternate personality,
a duplicate of Danvers'. Rogue's current strength level is based on the powers she absorbed
from Wonder Man. Rogue formerly wore a pair of ruby quartz sunglasses to avoid accidentally
harming anyone with optic blasts when she absorbed Cyclops' power. X-Men Blackbird ;
formerly Gateway. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Once upon a time, Ah would have thrown you halfway to the moon for a crack like that. God
help me if Ah start to miss those days. Former Powers. Former Strength level. Retrieved on 7
January Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Marvel
was. Thus, she was capable of lifting about 50 tons at her peak. She was able to physically exert
herself at peak capacity for about 24 hours before fatigue began to impair her. Rogue was
capable of withstanding high caliber bullets, great impact forces, falls from great heights,
exposure to temperature and pressure extremes, and powerful energy blasts without sustaining
injury. She once used it to predict where her teammate Nightcrawler would teleport, and from

where Magus of the Technarchy would attack. Marvel's psyche, and her "double"
consciousness made her resistant to telepathic probes from even the most powerful mind
readers. She used her new powers to fight Morgan Le Fay 's forces before losing them. She
could lift 50 tons due to the Ms. Marvel powers. Created by the legendary comic book writer
Chris Claremont, for years Rogue has struggled to control her ability--absorbing the powers and
memories of anyone she touches. She left him in a coma. Rogue has occasionally succeeded in
mastering her powers, but it's always been fleeting. Worse still, they've recently expanded to
the extent that they no longer require her to touch someone to drain the life from those around
her. That makes her a deadly threat to anyone around her, and Rogue's been forced to wear an
inhibitor collar to keep her abilities in check. The mutant teleporter Spiral believes that
something in Rogue's past holds the key to controlling her abilities. She takes Rogue on a
whistle-stop tour of her own memories, reliving key moments when she's used her powers. To
her surprise, Rogue identifies a similarity between every one of those moments: her own fear.
When she kissed Cody Robbins, she was feeling the normal mix of excitement and fear any
teenager experiences when sharing their first kiss. That horrific experience primed Rogue to
fear her own abilities, and that fear is the reason control has eluded her all these years. Matters
were made worse by her experiences in the "X-Tinction Agenda" event. A major crossover, that
saw Rogue stripped of her powers by the Magistrates of Genosha. As a text box noted, " All
they did was touch her. Rude hands, ruder glancesâ€”taunting promises of worse to come. To
hold, to caress, to kiss, just like any other normal teenage girl. In those dreams, it was the most
beautiful of moments. She never imagined being handled against her will. It seems this
experience left Rogue traumatized and conflicted, with a part of her subconscious fearful of
intimacy. The closer she got to someone, the more afraid she became, and the less control she
had of her powers. That's why Rogue's love life has been such a mess. Of course, that's easier
said than done; it will mean confronting her fears every single day, and at times it will no doubt
prove exhausting. But at those moments, Rogue will simply slip on an inhibitor collar for relief.
For now, though, realizing the truth about her abilities allows Rogue to master her powers, and
she takes to the skies to fight alongside Gambit once again. And a comic book mystery that's
been running since has finally been answered. Tom Bacon is one of Screen Rant's staff writers,
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